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1. About WCE
Walchand College of Engineering Sangli (WCE), established in 1947 and aided by the Government
of Maharashtra, is one of the oldest and premier engineering institutions in India. With a rich
history of over 70 years and a beautiful campus of over 90-acres, WCE Sangli, is providing
transformational learning experience in various disciplines of engineering.
WCE offers 6 UG programs leading to Bachelor of Technology in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical,
Electronics, Computer Science and Engineering and Information Technology and 10 PG programs
leading to Master of Technology in Environmental Engineering, Structural Engineering, Heat
Power Engineering, Design Engineering, Production Engineering, Power System Engineering,
Control System Engineering, Electronics Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering, and
Computer Science and Information Technology. It also offers PhD programs under Shivaji
University, Doctoral Fellowship of All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) and under
Quality Improvement Program (QIP) scheme of Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD). At present, around 1900 students are studying in various BTech programs, around 480
students in MTech programs and nearly 75 scholars are pursuing their PhD programs.
Walchand College of Engineering is affiliated to Shivaji University Kolhapur and is approved by
AICTE, New Delhi. The institute is also given autonomous status by University Grants
Commission since 2007. Majority of the programs are accredited by National Board of
Accreditation and WCE carries the distinction of getting „A‟ grade by National Assessment and
Accreditation Council, Bangalore.
WCE was selected for Technical Quality Improvement Program (TEQIP) of MHRD through
NPIU for TEQIP-I in 2004 with funding of Rs. 8.54 Cr., for TEQIP-II with funding of Rs. 12 Cr.
WCE was also selected for TEQIP-III in 2017 with a funding of 7.0 Cr. WCE has consistently
performed well in implementation of these projects. Based on the performance, the institute has
received additional funding of Rs. 0.7 Cr. in TEQIP-III. Under TEQIP-III, WCE is presently
mentoring Jabalpur College of Engineering, Jabalpur.
Through the Transformational Teaching Learning (TTL) processes, WCE aims at overall
development of students with focus on Education, Employability and Employment. The Track
Based Curriculum and Choice Based Credit System along with Value Added Professional and Life
Skill Courses at WCE, enable students to choose appropriate path of their career. WCE also has
highly qualified and dedicated faculty members who are constantly involved in research and are
associated with practicing engineering. Most of the faculty members hold Doctoral degrees and M
Tech degrees from various IITs and IISc.
The students of WCE get placed in reputed Multinational and Indian Companies such as Google,
Microsoft, Linkedin, Amazon, John Deere, Rakuten, P&G, Mahindra, TCS, Infosys and many
other companies. With a high percentage of placements, WCE students also get very good
packages, with the highest package being 43 LPA in the year 2019.
WCE also has a vibrant student club culture, having actively involved in various technical and cocurricular student activities. There are also department-wise student associations and professional
student chapters, who organize programs to keep up with the current trends in technology and also
for enhancing the student personality. The alumni of WCE are placed at high positions in reputed
companies and institutions around the world. With their contribution towards the development of
institution, WCE Sangli is strongly marching on the path of excellence in engineering education.
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WCE has achieved a series of milestones; the credit of which undoubtedly goes to dedicated
faculty, encouraging management and our brilliant students. No wonder WCE Sangli is the most
preferred destination for engineering education today! ...
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2. Preface
Welcome to the academics of the new Academic Year 20-21.
The purpose of this Academic Book is to provide the students and other stakeholders the
information about the importance of curriculum of AY 20-21. This book will be helpful to
know about philosophy of WCE academics and how the students can make best use of it to
plan and study accordingly to have a successful career.
The book highlights the philosophy of the curriculum, purpose of the various courses and
information about the updates in the curriculum from last year.
This book includes information on the credit system, course contents and guidelines to
make best use of the curriculum designed for them. Section 4 explains the general
philosophy of the curriculum. Section 4 includes the basic information about curriculum.
Section 6, 7, 8, 9 include the information related to FY, SY, TY and Final Year BTech
programmes. It also includes philosophy of the curriculum of that year and how the
students can take advantages of specific arrangements in curriculum for their better career.
Section 10, 11 include the information about FY and SY MTech programmes. Section 12
includes the information about the Doctoral programmes run by various departments.
Hope that the students and all the stakeholders will make use of this book and also share
any suggestions for improving this book in the coming academic years.
Even though one is a student all over his life, it is still necessary to excel in the academics
of your class in this year. Make best use of the provisions in the academics of WCE and
best wishes for the academics of this year…!!
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3. Philosophy for Transformational Teaching and Learning
It is our pleasure to present this dynamic and vibrant curriculum scheme and mechanisms,
which have absorbed most of the vital inputs from its various stakeholders. The curriculum
provides opportunity of transformational learning experience from best instructors, through
classroom, online as well as blended learning models.
The proposed curriculum is aligned in terms of the reforms suggested by following
agencies/ stakeholders,
1. University Grant Commission (UGC) for CBCS implementation
2. All India Council for technical Education (AICTE) Model Curriculum for
Undergraduate(UG) and Postgraduate (PG) programs
3. National Board of Accreditation (NBA) directives for implementing Outcome
Based Education (OBE)
4. Latest syllabus for national competitive examinations such as Graduate Aptitude
Test for Engineering (GATE)
5. Industries/ recruiters
In alignment with AICTE mandate, as applicable to TEQIP-III (Technical Education
Quality Improvement Program) institutions, the curriculum provides, courses related to
human values, technology, liberal and performing arts, innovation and intellectual property
rights, start-up, and entrepreneurial skills.
The curriculum includes variety of courses, including core courses, professional electives,
mandatory courses, open electives, value added professional as well as life skill courses
and internships. The enterprising students can learn innovative product design and its
commercialization, through project based learning.
The students can choose courses in order to decide his/her interests and career path. An
undergraduate student can obtain any one of the following degrees, based on his choice of
courses and based on the approval from Shivaji University, Kolhapur.
1. B. Tech. degree, with successful earning of 160 credits
2. B. Tech. (Honors) degree with successful earning of 180 credits
3. B. Tech. degree with Minor in specialized area with successful earning of 180
credits
Students can earn additional credits by taking value added courses, which will be
mentioned on a separate grade card.
In alignment with NBA requirements regarding the graduate attributes, the Course
Outcomes based on specific skills have been associated to the every course in the curricula.
To offer more freedom of choice to students, track based choice of professional electives
and open electives at institute level have been introduced in the proposed curriculum.
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The curriculum includes futuristic and industry 4.0 relevant courses such as Engineering
System Development, Electric Vehicle Technology, Metro Rail, Artificial Intelligence,
Smart Product Development as Professional or Open electives.
We hope that, with the active participation of all the stake-holders, the curriculum and the
implementation mechanisms will strongly equip the WCE graduates with unique set of
skills, improving their overall personality and employability. This will certainly attract
better recruiters and create positive impact on the placements, and improve overall
personality of WCE graduates to make them better humans and better citizens of World...

Academic Team of WCE
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4. Programmes
WCE offers various academic programmes leading to related degrees. A programme is a
prescribed set of courses leading to a graduate, post graduate or doctoral degree. WCE
offers mainly BTech, MTech and PhD in various disciplines of engineering. All the
programmes are approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), New
Delhi.
WCE, being autonomous since 2007, decides its curriculum, teaching learning process and
examination system. The actual degree is awarded by Shivaji University, Kolhapur. The
apex body for academic related policy decisions of WCE is the Academic Council. There
are also Boards of Studies in each department for proposing the curriculum for related
programmes.
At present, WCE is offering following undergraduate/post graduate programmes of study
approved by the Academic Council of the institute:

Sr.
No.

Department

UG Programmes
Leading to BTech in

PG Programmes
Leading to MTech in

1

Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering

2

Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

3

Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

4

Electronics Engineering

Electronics Engineering

Electronics Engineering

5

Computer Science and
Engineering

Computer Science and
Engineering

6

Information Technology

Information Technology

Computer Science and
Engineering
Computer Science and
Information Technology

Environmental Engineering
Structural Engineering
Design Engineering
Heat Power Engineering
Production Engineering
Control System Engineering
Power System Engineering

In addition to above UG and PG programs, PhD programs are also offered in all disciplines
of the institute.
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5. Curriculum
Every programme has a prescribed curriculum. It prescribes all the courses / labs / projects/
internship and other requirements for award of the degree and sets out the semester-wise,
nominal sequence of the courses.
The curriculum is having mainly two parts:
1. Credit System
2. Course Content
The credit system includes the information about all the courses arranged class-wise and
semester-wise. The credit system includes information of
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Course code,
Course name,
Course category as per AICTE guidelines,
Course type (Core/ Elective/ Value added etc.),
The teaching scheme (lecture/practical/tutorial etc.)
The evaluation scheme (tests/exams etc.)
Lists of elective courses and
Notes about the credit system

The course content includes the course-wise syllabus having, course name, code, textbooks
and reference books, Course Outcomes and their mapping to Programme outcomes,
teaching / evaluation scheme, and module-wise course content.
The details of courses/course content can get updated from time to time based on the need
of the industry, society, government etc. and as per the technological changes happening in
the world. For the information of students and other stakeholders, the curriculum is made
available on the Institute‟s web site.
http://www.walchandsangli.ac.in/academics.asp
5.1. Credit System and Course Types
In general, a certain quantum of academic work measured in terms of credits is laid down
as the requirements for a particular degree. A student earns credits by satisfactorily
completing courses/ other academic activities every semester. The amount of credits
associated with a course is dependent upon the number of hours of instruction per week in
that course. Similarly the credit associated with any of the other activities is normally
dependent upon the quantum of work expected to be put-in for each of the activity.
Students can pursue a course in offline mode as well as online mode and blended mode.
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There are various types of the courses which are listed below:

Sr.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Course Type
Professional Core (Theory)
Professional Core (Lab)
Professional Electives (Theory)
Professional Electives (Lab)
Professional Open Elective (offered by other departments)
Mandatory Life Skills courses
Courses for B Tech (Minor), offered by other departments
(Specialization in other domain)
Courses for B Tech, (Honors), offered by same department
(Specialization in own domain)
Value Added Professional Courses (Engineering, Management, Finance etc.)
Value Added Life Skill Courses (Music, film, drama, sports etc.)
The description of each course type is given below:
5.1.1. Professional Core Course (Theory)
These are the mandatory courses in the domain of the program which focus on
understanding, application, analysis, evaluation and design of engineering systems.
5.1.2. Professional Core (Lab)
These are the mandatory courses with laboratory experiences and include performing lab
activities, computer simulation, mini-project, final year project, internship, taking
industrial training etc.
Additionally, some departments may prescribe industrial experience based courses such as
conducted tours to industries, industrial work to expose them to various technologies
employed in the industry, internship and industry mentored mini projects.
5.1.3. Professional Electives (Theory)
These are the elective courses focusing on the theoretical part of technology based topics.
5.1.4. Professional Electives (Lab)
These are the courses with laboratory experiences, performing lab activities, and computer
simulation etc. as per the choice of students from amongst the course offered by the
department during that semester.
5.1.5. Professional Open Elective
These are the mandatory courses available to a student from the list of courses offered by
the programmes other than his/her programme. These courses are added to the curriculum
to encourage interdisciplinary approach and enhance the understanding of students in the
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domains other than his or her discipline. These courses help students to cultivate the
interdisciplinary culture and also help them become more versatile to meet the demands of
Industry 4.0.
5.1.6. Mandatory Life Skills courses
These are the life skill courses useful to enhance the skills related to societal issues, human
values, Indian constitution etc. These courses include Environmental Sciences, Induction
training, Constitution of India, Essence of Indian Traditional Knowledge, Value Education
etc. These courses are non-credit courses and every student is required to complete mi two
of these courses to be eligible for the award of degree. These are mandated by AICTE.
5.1.7. Courses for B Tech with Minor, offered by other departments
These are the professional courses offered by a department which can be taken by a student
of other department for completing requirements of a minor degree. These can contain few
core courses, elective courses, lab courses, mini projects etc.
5.1.8. Course for B Tech (Honors), offered by same department
These are the professional courses offered by the parent department which can be taken by
a student of the same department for completing requirements of a Honors degree. These
are typically specialized courses in areas of recent advances in technology. These can
contain few core courses, elective courses, lab courses, mini projects etc.

5.1.9. Value Added Professional Courses
The value added professional courses are professional courses which can be taken by
students of any department to enhance their professional understanding and skills. These
courses are based on the skillset desirable related to engineering profession such as
advanced topics in engineering, management, finance, latest trends in the areas of
technology etc.
5.1.10. Value Added Life Skill Courses
The value added life skill courses are courses which can be taken by a student of any
department to enhance their life skills. These courses are in the area of music, arts,
photography, yoga, film making, presentation skills, social sciences and other areas which
help students to improve their personal and soft skills and other areas of life-skills.
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5.2. Degree Types
Based on the types of courses completed by a student, one of the following types of degree
may be awarded:

BTech Degree:
The BTech degree includes all the courses as per BTech curriculum.
BTech (Minor) Degree:
It includes the BTech degree and 20 additional credits earned by completing professional
courses from a domain other than parent domain. For example, a BTech Civil student can
opt for BTech Minor in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning from CSE
department. This can be useful for getting knowledge of other disciplines which can be
useful for placement, start-up or entrepreneurship.
BTech (Honors) Degree:
The BTech (Honors) degree includes the BTech degree and 20 additional credits earned by
completing courses from own domain. For example, A BTech Civil student can opt for
BTech Civil (Honors in Foundation Engineering). This can be useful for students planning
for higher education in the same domain or a specialized area of placement.
BTech / BTech (Minor) / BTech (Honors) with Value Added Courses:
This is not a separate degree as such. However, the student shall receive separate grade
card mentioning the Value Added courses that the student has completed and the credits
earned. This may help students to pursue their hobbies and any topic of their interests,
including professional skills as well as liberal arts.
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5.3. Choice Based Credit System (CBCS)
The choice based credit system allows a student to choose courses of his choice leading to
award of B Tech, B Tech (Minor), B Tech (Honors), M Tech degrees with value added
courses.

Figure 1: Credit System Sample

In the above table, the category indicates the course category such as PC (Program Core),
HS (Humanities), OE (Open Elective) etc. This is used by every department for analysing
the percentage of each category so that, the courses of each category are in proper
proportion as per AICTE guidelines.
The course code is a unique identifier associated with every course. It starts with a number
that indicate the revision number of the curriculum. For example, 4CV301 means this
course introduced in the 4th major revision of the curriculum. The next 2 letters indicate the
department, next number indicate the year of BTech (1:FY, 2:SY and so on) and last 2
digits indicate the course.
The L, T, P columns indicate the number of hours per week for Lecture, Tutorial and
Practicals. The credits column indicates the credits associated with that course.
The ISE-1, MSE, ISE-2 and ESE columns indicate the marks associated with each
assessment for that course. The details of this will be available in the Academic and
Examination Rule and Regulations Book.
5.4. Track based Curriculum
The curriculum of each program has various tracks.
A track is a specialization in a programme for which the courses are arranged in the
increasing order of level within the same specialization. For example, in the BTech Civil
Engineering programme, the specializations can be Transportation Engineering,
Environmental Engineering, Construction Management etc. and the courses within a
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specialization wiz. Transportation Engineering can be Fundamentals of transportation, Rail
transport, Metro rail transport system design, Airport Design etc.
The track system provides the students; the flexibility to choose the elective courses based
on their aptitude, interests and their career plan. The table shows the track and elective
arrangement. Here, T1E1, T2E2 etc. will be replaced by the actual courses of the particular
discipline.

Electives ->
Semester ->
Track-1
Track-2
Track-3
Track-4
Track-5

Elective 1
V
T1E1
T2E1
T3E1
T4E1
T5E1

Elective 2
VI
T1E2
T2E2
T3E2
T4E2
T5E2

Elective 3
VI
T1E3
T2E3
T3E3
T4E3
T5E3

Elective 4
VII
T1E4
T2E4
T3E4
T4E4
T5E4

Elective 5
VII
T1E5
T2E5
T3E5
T4E5
T5E5

Elective 6
VIII
T1E6
T2E6
T3E6
T4E6
T5E6

Figure 2: Tracks and Electives
The tracks may start from Second year BTech, since the curriculum of first year is
common to all programmes. The second year BTech may have introductory level courses,
the third year BTech may have intermediate level courses and final year BTech may have
advanced courses, depending on availability of resource. The students can choose the
elective courses under various tracks. The number of electives may be different for various
disciplines.
5.5.

Outcome Based Education

WCE follows the Outcome Based Education (OBE) and accordingly implements its
teaching learning process. Outcome based education is targeted at achieving desirable
outcomes (in terms of knowledge, skills, attitudes) at the end of a program. Teaching with
this awareness and making the associated effort constitutes outcome based education. This
involves the use of a regular methodology for ascertaining the attainment of outcomes and
improving the academic system accordingly.
5.5.1. Programme outcomes:
Each programme has 12 program outcomes (PO1 to PO12). These are the statements
which tell what the students should be able to do at the end of the 4 year BTech
programme (or 2 year MTech programme). The programme outcomes are as follows:
At the end of their programme, the Engineering Graduates will be able to:
1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering
problems.
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2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of
mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.
3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems
and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate
consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental
considerations.
4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and
research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and
synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and
modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex
engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to
assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities
relevant to the professional engineering practice.
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional
engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the
knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities
and norms of the engineering practice.
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or
leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the
engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and
write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give
and receive clear instructions.
11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
engineering and management principles and apply these to one‟s own work, as a member
and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.
12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to
engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological
change.
In addition to these, each program has few Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs). To
attain the POs and PSOs, each course in the curriculum has Course Outcomes (COs).
According to the COs, faculty conducts the course, for attaining better level of COs.
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6. FY BTech Curriculum
The First Year of BTech is the foundation of the engineering career and hence is an
important year in the life of every engineering student. In the first year the students are
required to get familiar to the curriculum and the academic system of WCE.
The FY BTech curriculum consists of the courses in basic sciences, engineering sciences,
which are essential for every discipline of engineering. It also has courses in humanities
and life skill course as mandated by AICTE.
The FY students are required to understand the FY curriculum and its importance and use
it to build a strong engineering foundation for a bright and successful career.
6.1. About FY Curriculum
These FY courses are common to all disciplines of engineering, so that student can avail
facility of branch change depending on prevailing rules. The FY BTech credit system has
two groups.
1. Group A
2. Group B
Both these groups have same courses but the sequence of courses is slightly different. The
purpose of forming such groups is to facilitate smooth conduct of courses of all FY
students during both semesters. The groups are formed by the FY coordinator and
informed to students.
6.2. Importance of FY curriculum
The understanding of all FY courses is very important from the point of view of the BTech
degree with higher CPI. It is also useful to develop proper Engineering Approach, which
forms basis of the engineering career. The main reasons why FY courses are important are
given below:
1. The courses in FY are fundamental courses and therefore understanding of FY
courses is very useful for the understanding of other courses in the subsequent
years.
2. The FY curriculum being common to all disciplines, the knowledge of FY courses
is useful for understanding concepts of other disciplines of engineering. For
example, the civil engineering students will understand the essentials of electrical
engineering and so on.
3. In the recent Industry 4.0 scenario, it is essential for an engineer to have
fundamental knowledge of multiple disciplines of engineering. Therefore, proper
study of all FY courses will help students to be a better and multifaceted engineer.
4. The FY credit system carries 39 credits out of total 160 credits to be earned. So it
is almost 25% of the total credits. If better grades are obtained in the first year, the
overall CPI can be better at the end of your degree programme. However, if the
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CPI is less in first year itself, it is very hard to score higher CPI in subsequent
semesters. Therefore, the students should note that, it is necessary to earn good
grades in the first year itself, for overall high performance in the programme.
6.3. Group A Credit System
The FY credit system for group A for semester-I and II is shown below. Here, Physics is in
the first semester and chemistry is in the second semester. Remaining courses are the same
as in group B.

6.4. Group A Credit System and Course Contents
Link to FY Group A Credit System
Link to FY Group (A and B) Course Contents
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6.5. Group B Credit System
The FY credit system for group B for semester-I and II is shown below. Here, Chemistry is
in the first semester and Physics is in the second semester. Remaining courses are the same
as in group A.

6.6. Group B Credit System and Course Contents
Link to FY Group B Credit System
Link to FY Group (A and B) Course Contents
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7. SY BTech Curriculum
From SY BTech onwards, the courses are discipline specific. The levels of the courses go
on increasing as the students go to higher class. At SY Level, the curriculum of any
discipline typically should have fundamental courses in that particular discipline. These
courses encompass all the tracks. This helps students to later on choose the track of their
interest and career plan. The SY students need to understand the importance of SY
curriculum and use facilities in it to the best of their abilities.
7.1. About SY Curriculum
In the second year of engineering, there are normally no electives. This is because, the
students are to prepare themselves with the fundamentals of the discipline and the various
sub-areas of it.
A sample SY Credit system for BTech Civil is shown below:
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7.2. Importance of SY Curriculum
The SY credit system includes one mathematical course in semester III and semester IV
each. These courses may be core mathematics courses or any analytical course useful for
the concerned discipline, based on the need of the programme.
The SY curriculum includes fundamental course suitable for second year of engineering
and also to make WCE curriculum in line with AICTE model curriculum. These courses
also form a strong basis of GATE examination, other Competitive Examinations such
Engineering Services Exams; as well as very useful for Campus Interviews.
Therefore, all SY students should meticulously study these courses for following seasons:
1. It will build appropriate understanding of all fundamental courses related to
their own discipline.
2. It will give a practical approach for the related theory courses, which will be
useful for doing mini-projects in the SY, TY and major project in the Final Year of
the degree programme.
3. These courses are also useful from Campus Interview point of view, as most of the
questions in the interviews are related to fundamentals of the discipline. The SY
courses being fundamental courses, they are mostly technology independent. So
even if the technology is upgraded, this understanding is going to be useful for a
longer duration of your career. Moreover, if the student cannot answer the
interview questions based on fundamental courses, he or she will not be shortlisted
for further levels of recruitment.
4. These courses are also essential from the point of self-employment or
entrepreneurship. When one is planning to start own business, unless the
fundamentals are appropriate, it is very difficult to cope with the upcoming
technologies. Hence the SY curriculum is also useful for entrepreneurship and
startups.
5. The SY credit system includes a special course of presentation skills in the 4th
semester. This course is added based on the feedback of HRs visiting our campus.
Whether a student opts for a job or gets self-employed, presentation skills are
essential. Better presentation skills also can fetch better scope in the campus
placement. This course is useful for improving the presentation skills and will help
make the students a better communicator.
7.3. SY BTech Credit System
Links to the Credit System of SY BTech is given below:
SY Credit System
Civil
Mechanical
Electrical
Electronics
CSE
IT
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7.4. SY B Tech Course Contents
Links to the Course Contents of various SY BTech Courses is given below:
SY Course Content
Civil
Mechanical
Electrical
Electronics
CSE
IT
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8. TY BTech Curriculum
From TY BTech onwards, the courses become more specific and more detailed. The levels
of the courses also are higher than SY BTech. At TY Level, the curriculum of any
discipline has intermediate level courses in that particular discipline. These courses
typically have few core courses and remaining elective courses based on the various tracks.
Third Year of BTech program is very important and reasons for the same are given in the
subsequent sections. The students should understand the importance of their third year of
BTech and use this period to the best of their capacity.
8.1. About TY Curriculum
The core courses in the TY Curriculum help students to acquire the minimum required
knowledge, understanding and skills for meeting Industry requirements and demands of the
core recruiters.
The elective courses allow students to choose the course based on their interests and career
plan. This also gives students an opportunity for developing a specialization which can
help them to get higher package jobs in core industries.
A sample TY Credit system for BTech Civil is shown below:
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8.2. Importance of TY Curriculum
The TY curriculum primarily includes intermediate level course inclined towards analysis
and design of engineering systems. It typically includes core courses with higher depth of
engineering study, few elective courses, mini-projects etc.
Therefore, appropriate study of TY courses is necessary for following reasons:
6. Sincere study of TY courses can help students to build higher level of
understanding of engineering courses and acquire required skillset for analysis,
design and prototyping of engineering sub-systems. It can help develop the
logical thinking process that is extremely important from industry point of view.
Industry needs engineers who have strong fundamentals and a streamlined
logical thinking ability. Such ability is essential for solving engineering problems
and it is a highly desirable ability for placement in core companies.
7. Proper study of TY courses can be useful for students to build the capacity to do
things on their own. This ability is very useful in selection for internship in
reputed companies in the final year.
8. It provides students opportunity to select the desired elective courses, based on
their aptitude, interests and career plan. Therefore the Third Year of engineering is
extremely important, in deciding the career path of the students.
9. TY curriculum also has courses with course content aligned to GATE syllabus.
Therefore, proper study of TY courses can be helpful to students for higher score
in GATE examination allowing them to get into post graduate studies in reputed
institutes both in India and abroad. Also, it will open the doors of jobs in
research, defense and public undertakings of Government of India.
10. In TY curriculum, there are Open Elective courses. These courses are very useful
for broadening the knowledge in various other disciplines of engineering. In
today‟s industrial scenario, many systems are automated and are online. So
knowledge of software, database, web technology etc. will help students of nonCSE/IT students. Similarly knowledge of electronics and electrical engineering is
useful for Civil/CSE/IT/Mechanical students to cope up with emerging fields such
as electric vehicle technology and web based automation in construction
transportation and other systems. The knowledge of other disciplines of
engineering can help students to do their final year project in a better manner and
can fetch internship in software, service and product based companies.
11. Third year curriculum can also assist students to take part in various National and
International competitions, providing them opportunities to prove themselves and
provide National and International exposure. The students should explore this
possibility and accordingly blend the curricular and co-curricular activities for
better career.
12. Third year is also a good time for students for Networking with junior students for
helping them and Networking with seniors for getting guidance. The TY students
can organize or conduct various co-curricular programs useful for SY students,
thereby, learning the skills of event management, teamwork and also establishing
strong bonding with their peer students.
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13. Third year students can also use this year for solving socially relevant problems
with innovative methods. The students can also use this time for Converting
innovative ideas into Patents. Our institute can support for filing the patent which
can be very useful for the campus placement and also for getting opportunities in
the reputed research laboratories and institutions for PG and PhD for the
students having research aptitude and plans for pursuing higher studies.
Even if one is interested in taking a job, filing patent can help, as a patent of high
commercial value can be bought by big companies, providing significant
financial benefits. Also a patent is taken as a proof of the creativity and can fetch
high package jobs as well as the student can get into R& department of his or her
company.
14. The students who wish to go abroad for higher studies can use TY for working
with faculty for small research projects. This will be useful for getting
recommendation letters for higher studies abroad.
15. The period of third year can be used by students for Active participation in club
services and helping faculty to organize technical activities related to topics in
curriculum and related latest technological trends.
16. The mini-projects in TY curriculum can help the students for enhancing
presentation skills and preparing technical documentation which is essential nowa-days for any type of career.
Considering the above points the TY students should take maximum advantage of the TY
curriculum and accordingly study the courses as well as utilize the time for the above
mentioned curricular and co-curricular activities.
8.3. TY BTech Credit System
Links to the Credit System of TY BTech is given below:
TY Credit System
Civil
Mechanical
Electrical
Electronics
CSE
IT

8.4. TY BTech Course Contents
Links to the Course Contents of various TY BTech Courses is given below:
TY Course Content
Civil
Mechanical
Electrical
Electronics
CSE
IT
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9. Final Year BTech Curriculum
In the final year BTech onwards, the courses become more specific and more detailed than
TY and have advanced topics based on the technological trends in Industry. The levels of
the courses also are higher than TY BTech. The Final Year of BTech program is important
from actual placement point of view and for learning professional skills required for
industry. The students should understand the importance of their final year of BTech and
use this period to the best of their abilities.
9.1. About Final Year Curriculum
The core courses in the Final Year Curriculum help students to acquire the advanced level
knowledge, understanding and skills. It also gives opportunity for students to experience
the engineering system analysis, design and prototyping.
The Final Year curriculum typically has required core courses and more number of elective
courses for more flexibility to students. Most of the part of Final Year curriculum is the
major project work. The project and elective courses allow students an opportunity for
developing expertise and honing professional skills to be ready to enter the professional
world.
A sample Final Year Credit system for BTech Civil is shown below:
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9.2. Importance of Final Year Curriculum
The Final Year BTech curriculum primarily includes specialized courses inclined towards
analysis and design of engineering systems. It typically includes core courses with higher
depth of engineering study, few elective courses, mini-projects, final year project etc.
Therefore, appropriate study of Final Year courses is necessary for following reasons:
1. Sincere study of Final Year courses can help students to build advanced level of
understanding of engineering courses and acquire required skillset for analysis,
design and prototyping of socially relevant engineering systems. It can help
develop the professional presentation and documentation skills which are highly
useful in getting placement in dream companies.
2. Proper study of final year courses can be useful for students to build the capacity
to do things on their own and complete the commitment. This ability is very
useful for being successful in the engineering career and as a better human being.
3. It provides students opportunity to select the desired elective courses, based on
their aptitude, interests and career plan. Therefore the Final Year of engineering is
useful, in progressing further in the desired career path.
4. Final Year of BTech is also a time to appear for GATE examination and test
where one stands. Even if you are not interested in higher studies, appearing
GATE is useful because, it can be one of the positive points for campus interviews.
Also, it will open the doors of jobs in research, defense and public undertakings
of Government of India.
5. Third year is also a good time for students for Networking with junior students for
helping them and Networking with Alumni and PG/PhD students for getting
guidance. The Final Year students can become office bearers of students clubs or
can take responsibility to organize or conduct various co-curricular programs
useful for other students, thereby, learning the skills of event management,
teamwork and also establishing stronger bonding with their peer students.
6. Final year students can continue to use this year for solving socially relevant
problems with innovative methods. The students can also use this time for
Converting innovative ideas into Patents. Our institute can support for filing the
patent which can be very useful for the campus placement and also for getting
opportunities in the reputed research laboratories and institutions for PG and
PhD for the students having research aptitude and plans for pursuing higher
studies.
7. Even if one is interested in taking a job, filing patent can help, as a patent of high
commercial value can be bought by big companies, providing significant financial
benefits. Also a patent is taken as a proof of the creativity and can fetch high
package jobs as well as the student can get into R& department of his or her
company.
8. The students who wish to go abroad for higher studies can use their final year for
working with faculty for research or industrial consultancy projects. This will be
useful for getting recommendation letters for higher studies abroad, and also give
them experience of live industry projects during their graduation period itself.
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9. The period of third year can be used by students for Active participation in club
services and helping faculty to organize technical activities related to topics in
curriculum and related latest technological trends.
10. The Mega project in Final Year curriculum is an important activity. The students
should use this opportunity to inculcate professional skills to look for a socially
relevant or industrial problem, understand the problem, do literature survey to
know what is done for this problem, think of the possible solutions, choose the
most effective and economical and ethical solution and design the system for it. It
will give the students an opportunity for work as higher levels of learning from the
Bloom‟s Taxonomy.
11. The mega project also can help the students for enhancing teamwork, time
management, planning and implementation, presentation skills and preparing
proper technical documentation and most importantly, the professional ethics
which are essential now-a-days for any type of career.
Considering the above points the final year students should take maximum advantage of
our curriculum by preparing themselves to enter in the dynamic, challenging, fascinating
and rewarding professional engineering world as well as to contribute to Nation
Building and making life of the mankind a better one.
9.3. Final Year Credit System
Links to the Credit System of Final Year BTech is given below:
Final Year Credit System
Civil
Mechanical
Electrical
Electronics
CSE
IT

9.4. Final Year Course Contents
Links to the Course Contents of various Final Year BTech Courses is given below:
Final Year Course Content
Civil
Mechanical
Electrical
Electronics
CSE
IT
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10.

FY MTech Curriculum
The FY MTech curriculum primarily aims at strong foundations of research and advanced
topics as per the trends in industry. The FY MTech curriculum is revised in 20-21, which
now includes the features making it more industry oriented.

10.1. About Curriculum
The core courses in the First Year Curriculum help students to know about how systematic
research study can be done through the “Research Methodology” Course. The other
courses include essential core courses that are aimed at study of specialized topics in
engineering and technology. It also has elective courses those allow students to choose the
track, based on their interests and career plan. It also gives them an opportunity to
experience the practical aspects to various advanced tools and techniques that can help
them for their dissertation work in the second year.
A sample Credit system for First Year MTech Civil (Environmental Engineering) is shown
below:
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10.2. Importance of First Year MTech Curriculum
The First Year MTech curriculum is primarily inclined towards preparing the students for
systematic research that can help them for solving the practical and socially useful
problems. It also includes specialized core and elective courses with higher depth of
engineering study.
One of the highlights of FY MTech is the course on industrial project. This course is
included in curriculum to prepare the students for the second year dissertation work
through Industry Oriented Project Based Learning.
In view of this, it is necessary for MTech students to sincerely study in their first year of
MTech. Appropriate study of First Year courses is necessary for following reasons:
1. Sincere study of First Year MTech courses can help students to build advanced
level of understanding of core engineering courses and also acquire required
skillset for design and prototyping of engineering subsystems in their
specialization. It is also highly useful in getting exposure to Industrial Problems
and Systematic way of problem solving.
2. Proper study of first year courses can be useful for students to build further the
capacity to do literature survey and critical thinking about the existing systems/
algorithms, techniques etc. Such ability is essential to get placement into R&D
department of an industry.
3. It provides students opportunity to select the desired elective courses, based on
their aptitude, interests and career plan. Therefore the first year of Master‟s is
useful, in deciding the further sub-specializations in the desired career path.
4. First year is also a good time for students for networking with senior MTech
students getting guidance.
5. First year MTech students can continue to use this year for designing solutions for
socially relevant problems with innovative methods. The students can also use this
time for Converting innovative ideas into Patents. Our institute can support for
filing the patent which can be very useful for the campus placement and also for
getting opportunities in the reputed research laboratories and institutions for
PhD for the students having plans for pursuing higher studies.
6. Even if one is interested in taking a job, filing patent can help, as a patent of high
commercial value can be bought by big companies, providing significant financial
benefits. Also a patent is taken as a proof of the creativity and can fetch high
package jobs as well as the student can get into R&D department of his or her
company.
7. The students who wish to go abroad for PhD can use their first year for working
with faculty for research or industrial consultancy projects. This will be useful
for getting recommendation letters for higher studies abroad, and also can give
them experience of live industry projects during their graduation period itself.
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10.3. FY MTech Credit System
Links to the Credit System of FY MTech is given below:
First Year Credit System
Environmental Engineering
Structural Engineering
Design Engineering
Heat Power Engineering
Production Engineering
Control System Engineering
Power System Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering
Computer Science and Information Technology

10.4. FY MTech Course Contents
Links to the Course Contents of various FY MTech Courses is given below:
First Year Credit System
Environmental Engineering
Structural Engineering
Design Engineering
Heat Power Engineering
Production Engineering
Control System Engineering
Power System Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering
Computer Science and Information Technology
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11.

SY MTech Curriculum
The SY MTech is primarily dedicated for the dissertation work and internship in Industry
or a reputed Research Institute.

11.1. About Curriculum
The SY MTech curriculum has dissertation in four phases and also may have few elective
courses. It also has the mandatory non-credit course as mandated by AICTE.

The purpose of the four phases of dissertation is given below:
Dissertation Phase-I and II:
Dissertation Phase-I is conducted during the first half of the third semester and the PhaseII, during the second half of the third semester. During this semester, the students are
expected to discuss with their respective guides and industry mentor (in case of
internships), and decide the topic of dissertation and prepare the synopsis for the same. The
students will get an opportunity to learn how to
1. Identify and understand a socially relevant or industrial problem allowing the
student to take-up dissertation in the area of interest or as per the need of the
sponsoring industry.
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2. Document the objectives of the dissertation and justify them by studying and
analyzing an extensive literature review in the area of dissertation.
3. Formulate the hypothesis, methodology and execute the study through conduct of
analytical/Experimental work to achieve the objectives.
4. Prepare the activity plan based on the available time and resources to complete the
dissertation as per schedule.
5. Prepare the reports of each phase scientifically and present the work in a
professional manner.
Dissertation Phase-III and IV:
Dissertation Phase-III is conducted during the first half of the fourth semester and the
Phase-IV, during the second half of the fourth semester. During this semester the students
are expected to work further to realize the objectives mentioned in the synopsis of the
dissertation. During these phases, the students will get an opportunity to learn, practice and
experience how to
1. Execute the study through conduct of analytical/experimental work to achieve the
objectives.
2. Analyze, interpret and critique the findings of the study.
3. Prepare the reports of each phase scientifically and present the work in a
professional manner.
4. Justify and defend the outcomes of the dissertation through self-learning and
support the justification with appropriate demonstrations, records and
documentation.
11.2. Importance of Second Year MTech Curriculum
The second year of the MTech is important from the perspective of converting a graduate
engineering into an expert professional in a specialized field of engineering and
technology.
The curriculum thus allows availing following benefits:
1. The students will get an opportunity to do research/product design in the
specialized field of engineering/technology.
2. The way in which the dissertation is carried out closely mimics the work in
industry or a R&D center, in the sense that, the students has to individually work
as per target objectives and timeline.
3. This can give students higher level of confidence and competency of solving
complex engineering problems.
4. The students get an opportunity to work with industry through a year-long
internship.
5. It helps to create awareness about the intellectual property rights and ethics in
research.
6. The students can develop their, independent and critical thinking skills, which
can help them get placement in core companies with a specialized job profile.
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11.3. SY MTech Credit System
Links to the Credit System of SY MTech is given below:
Second Year Credit System
Environmental Engineering
Structural Engineering
Design Engineering
Heat Power Engineering
Production Engineering
Control System Engineering
Power System Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering
Computer Science and Information Technology

11.4. SY MTech Course Contents
Links to the Course Contents of various SY MTech Courses is given below:
Second Year Credit System
Environmental Engineering
Structural Engineering
Design Engineering
Heat Power Engineering
Production Engineering
Control System Engineering
Power System Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering
Computer Science and Information Technology
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12.

PhD Programmes
The purpose of pursuing a PhD Programme is contribute to knowledge, to challenge one‟s
own capacity, creativity and push oneself to new heights. It also helps the research scholars
to enter into R&D teams of prestigious companies and provides an opportunity to convert
their innovative ideas into real life.
In the current era of Industry 4.0, industry needs holistic thinkers to come up with
innovative but technically feasible and commercially viable ideas for products and
services.
Also due to the high demand of AI and ML related technology these days, the PhD
scholars can explore the use of AI/ML and respective domains of technology to get into
highly specialized research/product design oriented job profiles.
There are three schemes of PhD at the WCE research centre.
1. AICTE Doctoral Fellowship
2. Quality Improvement Programme
3. PhD under Shivaji University
In all the above schemes, the PhD degree is awarded by Shivaji University and the research
work can be carried at WCE research centre.

12.1. AICTE Doctoral Fellowship (ADF)
The National Doctoral Fellowship (NDF) was commenced from the academic year 2018.
From 2020-21, the same scheme is transformed as AICTE Doctoral Fellowship by
involving Universities in the selection, registration etc. of the scholars under the broad
thrust areas for the research along with specified number of seats per technical
University/other University.
The scheme is for full time meritorious students for Ph.D. program in the identified
research institutes of AICTE with the objectives to promote research culture in AICTE
approved Institution & nurture talents for technical research and collaborative research
between Institute and Industries leading to start-ups.
12.1.1. Objectives
The objectives of the ADF scheme are:
1. To promote research culture in AICTE approved Institutions.
2. To promote collaborative research between Institute and Industries leading to startups.
3. To nurture talents for technical research.
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12.1.2. Thrust Areas for the Research
Some of the broad thrust areas (but not limited) for the research are as follows:
1. Green Technologies
2. Big Data, Machine Learning & Data Sciences
3. Block Chain
4. Artificial Intelligence
5. Energy Production and Storage
6. Electronics & Photonics
7. Nuclear Engineering and Allied Technologies
8. Robotics and Mechatronics
9. Augmented Reality (AR)/ Virtual Reality (VR)
10. Energy Efficiency, Renewable and sustainable Energy
11. Electric and Hybrid Mobility
12. Smart Cities, Housing and Transportation
13. Internet of Things (IoT)
14. 3D Printing
15. Quantum Computing
16. Smart Technologies for Agriculture and Food Industry
17. Water purification, conservation and management
18. Public Policy
19. Social & Organizational Psychology & Behavior
20. Cyber Security
Link to AICTE-ADF detailed Rules, Fellowship etc.
Link to Entrance Exam for AICTE ADF Scheme.
12.2. Quality Improvement Programme (QIP)
The Government of India launched the Quality improvement Programme in the year 1970.
One of the main objectives of the programme is to upgrade the expertise and capabilities of
the faculty members of the degree level institutions in the country. The programme is now
being implemented and monitored by All India Council for Technical Education. In
“Quality Improvement Programme”, only sponsored teachers are eligible for admission to
both Master‟s and Doctoral Degree Programmes, with the aim to enable the teachers to
acquire Master‟s and Doctoral degrees and imbibe in them a culture of research and better
teaching educational capabilities by exposing them to the environment of the institutes of
study.
There are three main activities under QIP serving the faculty of degree level Engineering,
Pharmacy and Polytechnic Institutions:
1. Providing opportunities to faculty members of the degree-level engineering
institutions to improve their qualification by offering admissions to Master‟s and
Ph.D. degree Programme.
2. Organizing Short Term Courses at the Major QIP Centers for serving teachers.
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3. Curriculum Development (CD) Cell activities which help to improve class room
teaching and learning.
Link to Additional information related QIP scholarship etc.

12.3. PhD under Shivaji University
The students can pursue PhD under Shivaji University with WCE as research centre.
The detailed process of admission, qualifying test etc. can be found at
http://www.unishivaji.ac.in/admission/
The information of PhD coursework is available at
http://www.unishivaji.ac.in/syllabusnew/MPhil-PhD-Coursework-Syllabus
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13.

Summary showing importance of WCE curriculum

Sr.
No.

Year/Programme

1

FY BTech

2

SY BTech

3

TY BTech

4

Final Year BTech

Sr.
No.

Year/Programme

1

FY MTech

2

SY MTech
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Importance of Curriculum
 High CPI in FY can lead to High overall CPI
 Builds strong engineering foundation that can help
throughout the career
 Strong domain related knowledge and skill, that is
useful for campus placement
 Useful for GATE and other examinations
 Domain specific advanced knowledge and skills
 Prepares further for campus placement or start-up
 Opportunity for innovation through mega project
 Presentation skills and teamwork

Importance of Curriculum
 High CPI in FY can lead to High overall CPI
 Provides research orientation and specialized courses
useful for Campus Placement
 Experience of independent Engineering System
Analysis and Design
 Opportunity for innovation through dissertation work
 Develops the skill of presenting the specialized
technical knowledge in a professional way with
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Engineers provide important leadership to society through their central
role in scientific and technological innovation. By creating, developing, and
managing complex technologies and products, engineers contribute directly
to the betterment of humanity and to shaping our world.
Ref: http://catalog.mit.edu/schools/engineering/

This is an attempt to convey to students, the importance of WCE curriculum for building a
successful career. If you like this attempt, kindly share your feedback, constructive suggestions
on deanacademics@walchandsangli.ac.in with subject “Academic Book”.
Your feedback and suggestions will help WCE to improve its academics further.
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